.4 Ordnance

Class here weapons, nonlethal weapons

Class combat ships in 623.82; class comprehensive works on engineering and manufacturing of weapons in 683.4

*For combat vehicles, see 623.74*

.44 Small arms and miscellaneous weapons

Standard subdivisions are added for small arms and miscellaneous weapons together, for small arms alone

Only those named below

Class here side arms

Class artistic aspects of arms and armor in 739.7. Class vehicle-mounted small arms with the vehicle, e.g., armored cars 623.7475

*See also 623.455 for small arms ammunition*

.441 Weaponry of prefirearm origin

Including armor, bayonets, bows and arrows, catapults, knives, maces, shields, spears, swords, tomahawks

Class here comprehensive works on engineering and manufacturing of weaponry of prefirearm origin

*For engineering and manufacturing of weaponry of prefirearm origin for civilian use, see 683.4*